
BABIES 11-12 MONTHS

Oh My Baby

PLAY  GU IDE

Hello World



HOW TO PLAY?
This shape sorter encourages hand-eye coordination and encourages your child to
recognize shapes. First time you play together give your baby the toy with all the pieces
inside the box. Observe how he manages to reach and grab the pieces from the inside.
Then help him identify the geometric shapes and place them in the hole of their
corresponding silhouette. It is ideal to get your baby start recognizing shapes and
developing his spatial intelligence. Your little one will love to see how he ends up
managing to fit all the pieces into their corresponding hole and how they end up inside
the box. 

SHAPE SORTING BOX
This colorful sorting box teaches children all about
shapes and colours. Place the pegs into the right-
shaped holes and observe how your baby learns
while having fun!
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RAINBOW STACKER
The Waldorf Rainbow is a versatile pedagogical
resource widely used in Waldorf and Montessori
philosophies. Free play provides them with endless
options that develop their imagination and creativity.

HOW TO PLAY?
This is an ideal toy for the so-called "free and symbolic play". Watching your little one play
with the rainbow, you will notice the multiple possibilities that it offers when they are
allowed to play and use their imagination. For a moment it is a dollhouse, then a circuit for
cars or animals and then it becomes a tower. This type of toys will accompany your kid for
a long time and they will always rediscover it with new ideas and creations. It is a puzzle, a
stackable toy, a nestable, a construction game ... let their imagination run wild!
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HOW TO PLAY?
Thanks to their translucent material, they allow light to pass through and superimpose
colors. Your little one will be fascinated by seeing everything that surrounds them in
colours! They are ideal to use with a light table, but even if you don't have one, natural light
is enough to experiment. Let your little one look through them, overlap them to discover
new colours, and even use them to make noise. Another interesting game is to use them as
a sorting game: put papers or objects of the same colour as the pallets and encourage your
baby to match them. Use this moment to begin to familiarize your kid with the names of the
colours. Mention them often, when holding each colour in his hand.

COLOUR PADDLE SET
Fantastic translucent colour plastic palettes in primary
and secondary colours, ideal for mixing colors. Their
large size makes them ideal for both group work (with
dad / mom / siblings), as well as for individual
exploration.
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HOW TO PLAY?
Your little one already defends themselves well by stacking objects. With this game, you
will go a little further, because they have to understand which piece goes in each
section. Little by little, they will learn to classify them by color. Let them go at their own
pace.  It is very likely that at first they will mix colors, but they will realize that something
does not add up when they see that there are missing or excess colors in a certain row.
 
Sit with your child to observe how they do it and mention the colors when they take each
piece. This will facilitate and help them to internalize the names of the colors. When this is
learned, do the same with the numbers - keep counting each time they insert a song in a
row.

STACKABLE COUNTER
Little ones will be able to create colorful towers with
the pieces of this stackable counter!  It is perfect for
familiarizing children with colors and shapes and also
stimulates the development of logical thinking.
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HOW TO PLAY? 
Your (not so) baby will likely be able to say a single number, like one or two. But the real
benefit of this puzzle is the recognition of shapes, animals, and coloUrs. Show them and
mention them one by one and let your little one fit them on the board, thus developing their
cognitive learning and fine motor skills. The pieces are the ideal thickness for your one year
old little hands. They are acquiring dexterity in gripping smaller pieces and acquiring more
precision when placing them in their corresponding place. It is quite a challenge to get all 10
numbers in the right place!

PUZZLE NUMBERS
With this educational wooden puzzle and its cute
safari-themed motifs, such as the zebra, giraffe,
elephant and lion, children learn the numbers 0
to 9 in a playful way and train their motor skills at
the same time.

MEMORY FINE MOTRICITY
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